
Subject: Westwood Exsposed is Coming Back.
Posted by Blazer on Wed, 02 Jul 2003 23:33:13 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

We don't give a rats ass. There can't be a WSE when there is no longer a WS. Yes there are
clickbots and various sniper cheats, we've all heard them.  Ty is just being pissy and wants to get
back by ruining the game for everyone...too bad we allready know what he is going to "expose"
and could care less.

Even if a 100% working aimbot was created (such as the way the death adder bot works in
Counterstrike), I personally wouldn't care.  Why?

1. It takes some degree of setup to use it (only truly determined losers/cheaters will even bother).
Of course some ass like Ty could always do the work of reskinning the infantry etc and release it
as a nice dumbed down zipfile.

2. Renegade isn't about sniping. Sure snipers have their place in Renegade, but how many times
have you seen someone exclaim "Oh thank goodness  sniped the whole time and won the game
for us!". I'll tell ya...none.  Because snipers aren't team players and they don't win the game for
you. The exception is the rare snipers who will offer to cover a placed beacon and snipe the
disarmers. 99% of snipers only care about their kill count, and just keep staring into their scope
while their buildings get destroyed.

It certainly would be annoying for there to be a 100% working aimbot, and some person killed
everyone that came within sight of him. But guess what, that's not going to stop the APC full of 4
engies going to your base. Games of Renegade are won by base damage/destruction, not
personal kill count.

It goes without saying that an easy to install 100% working aimbot would spell the end of "sniper
servers", but as for Renegade itself, I don't see it being affected much.

Now people like Ty will pretend they aren't releasing something like this for the real reason they
are (to just cause mayhem and laugh at everyones misfortune), and say something like they are
releasing it to "force" something like PunkBuster to be created, or to dispel doubt that it exists. 
Sadly Renegade is not as flexible as CS, and making "PunkBuster" server mods is not readily
possible, so if and when this happens, Im sure more people will start using BR and having active
moderators to ban people who are obviously cheating.

The whole "WSE is coming back" thing is laughable.  Bring it on pussies.
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